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APPLICATIONS FOR AWC MEMBERSHIP
COMMENTS regarding applicants may be sent to —
Membership Chair Kay Nierengarten, 5654 Chalstrom Dr.,
Saginaw, MN 55779 — or emailed to:
kay@northwindcatalog.com

WELCOME NEW SUBSCRIBERS
Lisa Butzer, Chaska, MN; Amy Carlson, Manchester,
CT; Karen Cloherty, Cary, NC; Diana Cognigni, Plains,
PA; Michelle Evans, Glen Allen, VA; Ulla Greenwood,
Brisbane, Australia; Judson Holder, Frankfurt, Germany; Lisa Kling, Bordentown, NJ; Rick & Charlotte
Martin, Columbus, OH; Joseph Mendelson, Santa Barbara, CA; Melanie Merrion, Cabin John, MD; Susan
Moore, Oakland, CA; Cheryl Philbrick, Springfield, MA;
Elyse Shumway, Oakville, ON, Canada;
WELCOME BACK:
Gisela Burke, Boise, ID; Nancy Crader, Cheyenne, WY;
Ptricia Edgington, Sarasota, FL; Patricia George, Taintrux, France; Susan Hendrickson, Hermantown, MN;
Ellen Kristensen, Pasadena, CA; Susan Manthou,
Lacey, WA; Leslee McGovern, Hanson, MA; Brenda
Stevens, Sweetwater, TX; Geoffrey Waddell, Brooklyn,
NY
LAST ISSUE, TIME TO RENEW:
Jan Busch, Jim Clever, Kristal Couch, Lorna Finlayson,
Sharon McCormick, Marina Slepneva, Rob Studley
Dear Readers,
For those of you who haven’t already heard, there’ve been
a couple of ailing Whippeteers in the last few weeks and
please join me in thinking good thought and sending them
best wishes for speedy recoveries. Debbie Butt had to
have another back surgery on her way home from Ventura, California. Her surgery took place on Saturday, July
17th and was performed in Littleton, Colorado and she will
stay in Colorado for several weeks before returning home.
Ron Waggoner had heart surgery at about the same time
in Eugene, Oregon and is already home recuperating. — A
correction to the 2010 AWC Futurity 14-18 Dog Class: 1st
place should have been: Rusalka Too Cool For Words (Ch.
Plumcreek Fortune Walking On Heir x Ch. Rusalka Harbor
Lights) Breeder/Owner: Jennifer Beach-Buda. — Welcome
to all the new subscribers this month! It seems as though
providing PayPal service for subscriptions and advertising
has proved to be quite an incentive!

President’s Message

National Show Chair Cindy Scott

719-594-9974 brookwood22@comcast.net

Eastern Harriett Lee 434-295-4525
hnl4c@virginia.edu
Midwest Pat Richey 330-735-2486
sprichey@yahoo.com
North Central David Samuelson 651-454-4174
SamuelsonD@aol.com
South Central Nancy Billups 806-381-0601
cloudninewhippets@gmail.com
Southern David Howton 770-345-2120
DRWhippet@aol.com
Western Pam Magette, 562-598-8717
pmagette@solariswhippets.com
AWC SHOW CALENDAR
AWC 2011 National Specialty, 2/2/12—
2/9/11 Lexington, Kentucky, Judge Harriett Nash
Lee (Winsmith) http://www.awc2011.com
AWC Western Regional July 30, Lompoc, CA.
Breed Allan Pepper (Canada); Sweeps Floyd Gale
(Beach-brook Afghans) Weekend judges Mary
Lou Harris, Daniel Dowling. Bradshaw, Supt.
Midwest Regional Thursday, August 5, Judge
Reggie Nesbitt, Friday Connie Alexander, Saturday Wendy Gay, Sunday Geir Flykt-Petersen.
Sweepstakes Friday PM, Judge Crystal McNulty.
North Central Regional August 27, with St.
Croix Valley Combined Specialties and St. Croix
Valley Cluster, Lake Elmo, MN. Breed Lori Nelson
(Wildfire), Sweeps Jenny Boyd (Ableaim). AWC
Support Saturday, August 28, Sweeps Debbie
Davenport, Breed Kathy Davenport (Kamada).
Sunday Breed judge Jamie Souza (Bartlett).
AWC Support 9/5/10 Amana, IA Sweeps Mrs.
Pat Hastings, Breed Dr. Dr. John Shelton; weekend judges Barbara O’Neill, Jeffrey Pepper, Allan
Pepper.
Southern Specialty Saturday, 10/23/10,
Sweeps Karen Roberson, Breed Madison Weeks;
Friday, Breed Luc Boileau. Sunday, Breed
Patricia Murphy
OTHER WHIPPET EVENTS

Washington Whippet Ass’n Specialties Friday & Saturday, August 6 & 7 Auburn, WA; 8/6
Sweeps Carla Badick, Breed Donna Lynch; 8/7
Sweeps Todd Miller, Breed Betty Stites. 8/8
same grounds, W. WA Hound Ass’n, Breed Eric
White
MAWA Specialty Thursday, October 21,
Sweeps Rachel Amado, Breed Dr. Robert Indeglia
Greater Chicago Whippet Club Specialty
Saturday, November 27, Crete, IL. Breed Denise
Tatro, Puppy & Veteran Sweeps Gail Wegner.
GCWC Support Sunday, Breed Harold "Red"
Tatro (no sweeps). Superintendent Roy
Jones. Show Chairs Shelley Kruger & Lisa
Costello.

I would like to offer my congratulations to the breeders and
owners of the Whippets that were the first five in breed history to earn
their Grand Champion titles. In order, as listed on the AKC website,
they are: Ch. Karasar’s Par Excellence, Ch. Sporting Field’s Bahama
Sands, Ch. Counterpoint Painted By Bohem, Ch. Starline’s Chanel and
Ch. Sonsteby’s In A Pickle. The first title was awarded on May 28, 2010.
I would also like to welcome into the club the newest members
of the AWC: Judy Filler from Illinois, Mary Strand from Utah, Peggy
Splawn from Washington and Shawna McKay from Canada.
The Whippet News Annual is out and is once again spectacular.
Congratulations to editor Wendy Clark on another beautifully done job.
Soon you will be receiving a ballot regarding setting term limits
for AWC Board members. The motion, as passed at the Annual Meeting
in April, is to set the maximum number of consecutive terms a person
can serve on the Board to three. I’ve been thinking about this proposal
quite a lot and I’m still not sure exactly how I feel about it. There are
some positive points that support setting term limits, but there are also
some very negative aspects to setting them as well. One point on the
positive side is that it would force poor performers off of the Board
(although I would hope a poor performer would have never been nominated for a second term or at least voted off by the membership if he/
she were), however, the same point on the negative side is that it
would force stellar performers off the Board as well.
Since being on the Board, I have seen that it is sometimes very
difficult to even put a nominating committee together let alone come
up with the names of enough individuals who are not current Board
members (who have already made the commitment of their time and
energy to the club) who are willing to serve. And it is only on the rare
occasion that someone who has not been nominated by the nominating
committee runs from the floor (figuratively speaking) which is an option
under the By-Laws for any member of the club who is in good standing
with the club. Also, I’ve never seen the option to run from the floor
used by more than one person at a time even when it has been used.
As I’m sure you are all aware, serving on the Board is a huge
time commitment that many people just can’t make. My experience has
been that the Board averages several hours per week on club business.
We sometimes go for periods when very little time is required but we
also have other periods where large amounts of our time are required.
Serving on the Board also means making a commitment to work within
the limits of the By-Laws, the incorporation laws of the state of Delaware, Robert’s Rules of Order, and the rules and regulations of AKC and
thus requires at least a working knowledge of all of these documents.
In my opinion, term limits are already set annually at the time
of each Board of Directors election so do we really want to arbitrarily
set the number of consecutive terms a person can be elected to the
Board? I, myself, am not completely convinced it would be in the best
interests of the club. Regardless of my opinion, I want to encourage all
AWC members to take the time to think about it and vote on this issue.
Even though this proposal is going to the entire membership for a vote,
it will pass or fail by a simple majority of the ballots returned, so please
voice your opinion with your returned ballot.
I’m heading off to Lompoc, California next week for the AWC
Western Specialty. I hope to have the chance to say hello to those of
you who will be there as well.
Be safe, take care, and have fun with your Whippets.
Russell
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SHOW CHAIR REPORT

SECRETARY’S REPORT

2012 JUDGES BALLOT

At the Annual Meeting held in Tucson a motion was
made to invoke term limits for Board positions. This
passed but must be approved by the entire membership. The Board had discussion about this during June
and it was decided to put this vote to the members via
the National Judge Ballot for 2012. I am preparing that
now and you should see it in the near future.

The ballot will be in the US mail shortly but the second ballot with only 10 names on it will be done thru
the AWC Members Website. It’s a good time to test this
out. If you have recently changed your e-mail address,
please go to the website and update your information. For those who do not have access to or own a
computer, yours will be sent through the US mail.
LEXINGTON 2011

Not much going on right now but Jan Swayze-Curry
promises to have the logo to Christine for the August
Whippet News. I had a sneak peek and it’s gorgeous!!
This will be our 25th National so we will be planning
some special events with possible changes in the schedule. More later.
REGIONAL SPECIALTIES

The Eastern
I understand that it was again brutally hot this year
but change is in the wind! Next year it will be moving
indoors in conjunction with the York Kennel Club and
Celtic Cluster in MARCH. This is a big change for the
Eastern and I hope all will support the move. There are
4 all-breeds and they are giving Whippets a special ring
and room for lunch, etc.
The South Central
Nancy Billups has been the show chair for the past
several years but is giving that position up so we will be
looking for a new chair, and, at least for next year, it
will be held again with the Oklahoma City KC at the end
of June.
The Western
The entry for the Western was disappointingly low
this year as were the other two regional specialties so
far. I think it’s a sign of the times with people having to
use discretionary money so they have to pick and
choose where they go. Hopefully, this will soon start to
turn around and ALL of our specialties will go back to
what they used to be in the last few of years.
Hope you are all enjoying your summer and I hope to
see you all soon.
Cindy

From The AKC
If Parent clubs do not offer the ability for quality
breeders to be located by the prospective puppy buyers, where will these future dog owners find a dog? Pet
stores, shelters? It is time we actively promote our
quality, selectively bred dogs and stop driving buyers
to other outlets.
The continued promotion of the fear of 'being targeted' is killing our sport and our breeds. If those who
breed selectively cannot find homes for puppies then
more and more will stop breeding, then stop showing
and competing. Where does this leave our breeds and
our sport, in the hands of only the high volume commercial breeders?
Selective, responsible breeders need to stop being
told to be afraid of publicizing our puppies and start
being proud of what we do for our dogs.
Dr. Patty Haines
AKC Board of Directors
Parent Club Committee Liaison
Cindy Scott

Hello All,
The mailings are done and there are some extra copies
of the 2009 Whippet News Annual available. The cost
is $25.00 each ($30.00 foreign), which includes shipping. Send a check payable to Whippet Annual to the
address below. Annuals may also be purchased via
PayPal at http://www.americanwhippetclub.net/
awcpages/awcannualbackissues.html
Let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,

AWC Board of Directors
President Russ McFadden...505-753-6782 rlmcfadden@valornet.com
Vice President Connie Brunkow...217-431-8972 cbrunkow@dacc.edu
Secretary Cindy Scott…719-594-9974 brookwood22@comcast.net
Treasurer David Samuelson...651-454-4174 samuelsond@aol.com
Board Members:
Lisa Costello...815-695-1930 mtncow@earthlink.net
Henry Heil...619-445-1777 henry@maverickranch.net
Christine Hopperstad...206-322-5872 cah@gte.net
Donna Lynch...508-636-0705 ddlhamrya@aol.com
Kay Nierengarten…218-729-8003 kay@northwindcatalog.com

Wendy Clark, Editor
AWC Whippet News Annual
5088 Breckenhurst Dr
Hilliard OH 43026 USA
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FUTURITY REPORT
As you plan your future breedings, remember that Bitch Nominations for the 2012 Futurity must adhere to the new
CERF requirements. CERF exams for both the sire and dam must have been completed before the breeding date.
Copies of CERF Certificates or a copy of the application for a CERF Certificate (the actual exam paperwork marked normal in both eyes) must be submitted for both the sire and dam with the Bitch Nomination Form. If the exam paperwork is submitted, copies of the CERF Certificate(s) must be sent with the Litter Nomination Form. CERF examinations
are valid for one year. If the sire or dam of the litter being nominated is 10 years of age or older, a current CERF
exam is not required for that dog. HOWEVER, the dog must have had and passed at least one CERF exam between
the ages of 8 and 10 years. A copy of the last CERF Certificate must be submitted with the Bitch Nomination Form.
Nominations received without the required CERF paperwork will be returned.
The 2011 Futurity will be held on April 5, 2011, in Lexington, Kentucky. Nominated litters born on or after October 21,
2009 to October 5, 2010 are eligible for the 2011 Futurity.
The nomination process to select the 2011 Futurity Judge will begin in mid-October. Breeders will be asked
to nominate two different names of individuals with the qualification of “hands on experience” with the whippet breed and are in good standing with the AKC. If you don’t receive a ballot by November 1st and believe
you should have, notify me immediately. You must be an AWC member to participate in the nomination/
voting procedures. Late Bitch Nominations waive their right to participate in the judge selection process.
Please include the registered name of the bitch on all correspondence. As always, I will acknowledge receipt
of all nominations so, if you don’t get an acknowledgment, drop me an email.
Kathy Slater, Futurity Chairman
AWCFuturity@aol.com
241 Prairietown Road
Dorsey, IL 62021
618-585-4677

AWC 2010 National Specialty Videos
SHIPPING NOW!
Eight GORGEOUS video DVDs.
If you pre-ordered, your videos will be arriving very soon.
If you haven't ordered your copy of the spectacular 2010 show
follow this link to get your own piece of history:
http://www.showdogvideopros.com/Whippet.html
Best Wishes to ALL!
Irvin B. Krukenkamp, MD
President, ShowDogVideoPros.com
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Top 10 WhippeT and no. 2 Male*

Viggo

Photos by Beth Hilborn

GCh. Counterpoint Painted By Bohem
(Ch. Bohem Bon Vivant x Can. Ch. Counterpoint Winning Colors)

At just 21 months of age, Viggo was WD & BOS at the National
Whippet Club of Canada 2010 National Specialty in one of the
biggest breed entries ever north of the border under breederjudge Thomas Münch, Germany (pictured above).
A month earlier Viggo became the first AKC Grand Champion
Whippet male.
Thank you to all the judges who have awarded Viggo
Best of Breed, Group placements and Specialty wins.
*Through May, 2010, DN

Owner: Scott Mazer  scott.mazer@gmail.com • Co-owner: Bo Bengtson
Breeders: John Ross & Trudy Taphorn • Handler: Paul Lepiane

I n l ov I ng m e mory of

Can. Ch. Whippoorwill Clueless
April 3, 1998 - June 29, 2010

Rest in peace, Caroline.
You were a sweet, gentle spirit.
You are truly missed and loved.
loved and owned by:
Mary and Joseph Haddock • 407 S Royal Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
loved and co-owned by:
Barbara L. Henderson, VMD • Laurel, MD
Bred and loved by: Barbara L. Henderson, VMD and Margaret Hess

Ch Summit Ironwood Just Ducky

4 breed wins in the first 3 weekends out as a special
Handled by Mandy Clevenger

Owners:
Jan Jones & Susan Vernon

www.summitwhippets.com

Breeders:
Susan Vernon & Jennifer McEachern

summitwhippets@gmail.com

Just Do It!

You’ve Heard About it! You’ve Always Wanted to Attend!
Make This the Year You Just Do It…

Come to the AWC North Central Specialty!!!

American Whippet Club North Central Regional Specialty
In conjunction with St. Croix Valley Kennel Club
Lake Elmo, Minnesota
August 27-29, 2010

An expert line-up of breeder-judges awaits you along with beautifully
maintained lawns for showing, morning hospitality and a garden-party
luncheon, nifty trophies, and a lively Raffle
Judges:

Friday August 27th AWC North Central Specialty
Jenny Boyd (Ableaim) – Puppy and Veteran Sweepstakes
Lori Nelson (Wildfire) – Breed Judge

Saturday August 28th, AWC Supported Entry

Debbie Davenport (Kamada) – Puppy and Veteran Sweepstakes
Kathy Davenport (Kamada) – Breed Judge

Sunday, August 29th

Jamie Souza Bartlett (Limerick) – Breed Judge
Superintendent: www.onofrio.com
RV Parking and Reserved Grooming Chair: Kymm Cowley
kemac.greatdanes@hotmail.com
Suggested Hotel: Red Roof Inn in Woodbury, MN 651-738-7160
Show Chair: David Samuelson samuelsond@aol.com
8
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WRAP Report: Happy Endings
By Brigitte Greenberg

For all the sad stories about Whippets being given up
or abandoned, Whippet Rescue and Placement (WRAP)
volunteers work hard to ensure that each dog gets a
“forever home.” Because we so infrequently hear about
the “happy endings,” here are a few vignettes that we
thought we would share.
WRAP volunteer
Robyn Vogt of Illinois
placed Lightning with
Merrill and Mark Berry
about two years ago,
and they recently
wrote this note.
“Hi Robyn, We
wanted to share this
cute picture of
Lightning (aka The Old
Man). It's hard to believe we're coming up on two years
of having him as part of our family. He is absolutely
thriving! He still runs to chase balls and Frisbee throws
across our lawn and into the neighbor's. He can jump
like crazy! He's the spriest near 14-year-old we've ever
seen. Thanks again for all of your great work and for
leading this special dog to our family! All the best,
Merrill and Mark Berry.” The Berry family says Lightning
has overcome his separation anxiety. “While it was
rough going at first with his destructive ways, he is now
calmer, happier, and very playful,” they said. “He loves
his pillow bed in direct sunlight, but loves even more the
chance to sneak up on you and to have his ears rubbed
while he nuzzles into you. He's a very gentle and lovable
Whippet,” they wrote.
WRAP volunteer Ba Stein of
Kansas says one of her biggest
success stories was with a black
and white Whippet she named
James Bond. He was found as a
stray with a broken leg in rural
Kansas, and Stein fostered him
for 3 1/2 months while he healed.
Today, he lives in Atlanta with a
family that has two other black
and white Whippets. His owner,
Lois Helton, in a recent update to
Stein, wrote: “I'll give JB some
hugs and kisses for you. Right
now he is snuggled under the
covers in my bed. What a life! Eat breakfast, go out to
potty and get right back under the covers!” Stein says
that today you would never even know that his leg had
been broken.
WRAP volunteer Elaine McMichael of Florida shares the
story of Twiggy, who became the beloved pet of her
daughter Melody. “Twiggy was a special needs foster
that never left and was a severe mega-esophagus dog
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that Melody took with her
to Tampa. She passed
away last spring in
Melody's arms at the ripe
old age of 13.” But not
before she earned her
ASFA and Veteran field
champion- ships, as well
as her senior courser title. McMichael describes her as a
“tiny little package of power. She was a neat little dog.”
For information on how you can adopt a Whippet in the
Rescue program, please visit the WRAP website at
www.whippet-rescue.com, where you will find a list of
Whippets who need homes. If you cannot adopt, please
consider making a donation to WRAP. Donations may be
mailed to WRAP Treasurer Jean Schroeder at 17502 S. 750
W. Wanatah, IN 46390.
Adoptions for the months of May and June: C.T. Griffard
of IL adopted Riley; Robert Sanchez of NC adopted Hazel;
Herbert and Cynthia Freas of PA adopted Henry (formerly
known as Permberly); A. Vincent of NY adopted CoCo;
Linda Sliech and Donald Salva of MA adopted Reef; George
and Barbara Davis of AZ adopted Electra and Buddy; Ray
and Mary Lambert of CO adopted Lucky; David Brugger of
OR adopted Chantilly; Gregor Torrence and Nicole Manning
of OR adopted Thor; Ed and Haley Bracey of HI adopted
Jasmine; Agnes and Thomas Costello of MA adopted Jack;
Gail Flintom of SC adopted Tiffany (formerly known as
Peanut); Jerry and Stephanie Cooley of GA adopted
Prancer; Thomas Connell of IL adopted Maggie Mae; John
and Bridget Reilly of TN adopted Tucker; Whittney McCurry
of TN adopted Van; Jan Williams of CT adopted Riley; John
Whatley of CA adopted Cooper; Kathleen Boudreau of MA
adopted Tempo; Karen and David Hook of CA adopted
Penny; Franklin Schneider of WI adopted Romeo; Dr. John
Shontz of NC adopted Tasha.
Thank you to the following people for making donations:
Sharon Couzins $150 for the care of Robert, one of Carjo
Whippets that was bred by Tad Brooks; Ann Billups $100 in
memory of Bob Billups; Judy Bein $140 in memory of
Jasmine; Doug and Ruth Broadfoot $500; Sue Carbajal
$50; Marilyn Baranski's grooming equipment netted $350
for WRAP; Lorraine Alt $50 in memory of Tigger and a
thank you Dr. Barbara Henderson; Kenny and Melissa
Smith $250; Linda and Mark Bliss $50 in honor of Dr.
Barbara Henderson and her care of our beloved cat
Precious; Caren Mintz $60 thank you to all for your care of
Whippets in need; Christopher and Kathleen Carr $100 “we
are blessed to have two Whippets Merlin (13) and Mitzi (9)
in our lives”; $180 in memory of Carroll & Ruby Hayhurst,
Whirlaway Whippets, from friends of Carol; AWC $250;
Irene Evans $300; Raffle at Eastern Specialty $380;
The following donations are all in the memory of Michael
Hunter Holderman, MD: Cristin Rojas $100; Anne CarterSmith $100; Theodore and Gail Heimberger $25; Sharon
Sakson $25; Diannne Reimer-Young $25; Gretchen Vanderford $20; Barbara & Vincent Feight $40; Bernard & Sharon
Sweeney $25; Walter & Helen Dalton $20; Gary Cramer
$20; Karen Lee $20; Maggie Gellers $20.

Ch. Bohem Bianca of Jubilee
(Ch. Bohem Resounding Highjinks SC x Ch. Bohem Some Like It Hot JC)

Bianca

Bianca finished at 12 months with five majors,

She also took three Major Select awards towards

four BOB (all over specials) and two Group

her Grand Champion title in her first three shows

placements — all from the Puppy class. She

as a special!

is shown winning Best in Hound Sweepstakes
at the Rocky Mountain Hound Association of
Colorado under judge Sidney L. Marx.

Breeders, Owners & Handlers: Cindi & Amelia Gredys
Co-Breeder: Bo Bengtson

At only 13 months, the sky’s the limit for Bianca.
We look forward to seeing her mature.

THE “DILUTE” EXPERIENCE
In the past I never thought twice about dilutes.
In the 1960s when I started breeding, and in Europe
where I lived then, there were no color/pigment restrictions at all. In any case my eye was drawn to bright mahogany-colored brindles with white markings from the
start — they were in the minority then, hard as that is to
believe today. There were dilutes at the shows and in
friends’ houses; I may even have bred one or two (I bet
nobody knew I even bred a couple of solid blues!), but I
never thought much about it: they were OK, they won if
they were good, it was not what I personally wanted, but
it was certainly nothing I worried about.
The fact that Whippets could be of ANY color or
combination of colors was always one of the things about
them that appealed to me then, and it still does.
Moving to the US in 1980 didn’t really make
much difference, as I already liked so many of the top
American lines, color included. The fixation on heads,
eyes, ears and color seemed a little ridiculous, as I had
been brought up to believe Whippets are primarily a
functional hunting type dog where legs, feet, topline and
over-all proportions matter most — the rest is just
“decorations,” which you are happy to get if you can but
certainly don’t fuss much about. Of course, after a couple
of decades of looking at pretty heads I’m just about completely Americanized in that respect, but I try to maintain
a sense of proportion, and I think most serious Whippet
breeders and judges do, too.

What’s been most interesting to me is the response from breeder-judges, who almost without exception told me how wonderful this bitch is… and then gave
her an Award of Merit: before she was two she won
NINE of them, which may be a record of some kind. At
the few all-breed shows we’ve been to since finishing
she’s almost always gotten BOB and done very well in
the Group… while the specialty weekends almost invariably result in “close, but no cigar.”
It’s hard to say how much the results are due to
the color (or lack of it), of course, but since I’m a judge
myself I wonder if I would in all honesty be able to put
up a dilute, however beautiful, in a big entry where
there were others nearly as good with darker pigmentation. You open yourself immediately to direct criticism if
you do so, as regardless of what the breed standard
says a lot of people obviously really hate dilutes. (I got
one message after Lompoc last year from someone who
wanted me to know it was NOT she who had said my
dog ought to be disqualified for being a dilute…)
WHAT THE STANDARD SAYS
So what does the AKC breed standard say about
color, eye color and pigmentation? Here are the exact
quotes concerning these characteristics:
“COLOR. Color immaterial.”

So when a pretty little “dilute” bitch almost literally fell into my lap last year my only real concern was,
‘Could I get used to looking at her at home?’ She’s a delicate shade of apricot fawn over white, actually a particolor if you look carefully, but the general impression is
sort of cream-colored. The eyes are brown, neither yellow nor black, and the nose and lips chocolate-colored.
Even after nearly half a century of having only blackpigmented dogs it took me no time at all to get used to
the lighter hues of this bitch — now I don’t really see it
at all, unless someone mentions it.

“Eyes to be dark brown to nearly black in color.
Eye color can vary with coat color, but regardless of
coat color dark eyes are always preferred. Light eyes
are undesirable and yellow eyes are to be strictly penalized. Blue eye(s) or any portion of blue in the eye(s), as
well as both eyes not being of the same color shall disqualify. Fully pigmented eye rims are desirable.”

INTERESTING REACTIONS

Among the disqualifications are the following:
“Blue eye(s), any portion of blue in the eye(s), eyes not
of the same color.”

People’s reactions were interesting. A couple of
serious breeders said things like, “Great — we need you
to go on a crusade for dilutes!” Well, I was not going on
any crusade, I was just looking forward to showing this
little bitch and curious to see how she would do. Most of
the all-rounders had no problem with her color at all —
one judge went so far as to ooh and aah over the color:
“Did you go into your mama’s make-up box, baby? It
looks delicious, like chocolate…” (We won!) She finished
at 18 months with BOB and BOS from the classes over a
14

whole bunch of specials, including some of the top
ranked Whippets in the country.
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“Nose leather to be entirely and uniformly pigmented. Color to be black, dark blue or dark brown,
both so dark so as to appear nearly black.”

So, as far as eye color is concerned, dark is
“preferred”, light “undesirable,” yellow “strictly penalized” and blue disqualifying. That’s pretty clear. The
nose is “to be” so dark “as to appear nearly black” —
and I guess “to be” actually means “should be”? (Or
does it mean “preferably,” or “must be,” or what? There
are subtle differences.)

23 FEATURES TO BE “STRICTLY PENALIZED”

The Zen of Sarcasm

What’s interesting to me is that there is a
total of 23 (yes, twenty-three!) characteristics that
according to our AKC breed standard should be
MORE heavily penalized than either “light eyes” or
lighter than black pigmentation. If you don’t believe
me, get out your breed standard and count for yourself. Remember, a dark eye is only “preferred” and a
light eye/nose should not even be “strictly penalized”
— whereas, for instance, the following features
SHOULD all be either “severely”” or “strictly” penalized:

Do not walk behind me, for I may not lead. Do not walk ahead of
me, for I may not follow. Do not walk beside me either. Just
pretty much leave me alone.

Short upper arm
Steep shoulder
Heavily muscled shoulder
Loaded shoulder
Tied-in elbows
Legs lacking substance
Legs set far under the body so as to create
an exaggerated forechest
Weak pasterns
Upright pasterns
Sickle hocks
Cow hocks
Lack of front reach
Lack of rear drive
Hackney gait with high wrist action
Crossing in front
Moving too close

Always remember that you're unique. Just like everyone else.

The journey of a thousand miles begins with a broken fan belt
and leaky tire.
It's always darkest before dawn. So if you're going to steal your
neighbor's newspaper, that's the time to do it.
Don't be irreplaceable. If you can't be replaced, you can't be promoted.

Never test the depth of the water with both feet.
If you think nobody cares if you're alive, try missing a couple of
car payments.
Before you criticize someone, you should walk a mile in their
shoes. That way, when you criticize them, you're a mile away and
you have their shoes.
If at first you don't succeed, skydiving is probably not for you.
Give a man a fish and he will eat for a day. Teach him how to
fish, and he will sit in a boat and drink beer all day.
If you lend someone $20 and never see that person again, it was
probably a wise investment.
If you tell the truth, you don't have to remember anything.

I’m sure we all agree that these are ugly
faults, yet most people don’t make nearly as much of
a fuss over them as over lighter pigmentation. The
reason, I guess, is that while anyone at ringside,
however lacking in experience, can recognize a light
eye or a lighter pigmentation, it takes more of an
expert to recognize shoulder and upper arm angulation, whether a dog is moving too close, etc.
THE LARGER AND ROUNDER THE BETTER?
For the record, I still like dark eyes best if I
can get them, as I always did and as the AKC standard describes. It helps if they are large, but the larger and rounder the better is NOT good. Some of the
Whippet faces that a lot of people go crazy over look
to me more like they belonged on a Pekingese or on
some little bug-eyed Walt Disney creature than on a
hunting hound…

Some days you're the bug; some days you're the windshield.
Everyone seems normal until you get to know them.
The quickest way to double your money is to fold it in half and
put it back in your pocket.
A closed mouth gathers no foot.
Duct tape is like 'The Force'. It has a light side and a dark side,
and it holds the universe together.
There are two theories on arguing with women. Neither one
works.
Generally speaking, you aren't learning much when your lips are
moving.
Experience is something you don't get until just after you need it.
Never miss a good opportunity to shut up.

Anyway, it’s been an interesting experience
to show a dilute after all these years. I’ve learned a
lot, I appreciate all the comments I’ve received and
would like to hear what others’ opinions may be.
BO BENGTSON
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GREAT ADVICE ON HEAT RELATED ISSUES IN DOGS
Avoiding Heat Related Injuries in Dogs
The first thing that needs to be understood is that dogs and
people are different enough that most of the info cannot cross
lines. I do not profess to know what the appropriate procedures
for people other than what I learned in first aid.
Dogs do not lose enough electrolytes thru exercise to make a
difference, but if the dog gets truly into heat stroke the physiology changes will make them necessary. BUT oral replacement at
that point is futile, they need intravenous fluids and electrolytes
and lots of it.
Cooling: Evaporative cooling is the most efficient mean of cooling. However, in a muggy environment, the moisture will not
evaporate so cooling does not happen well. I cool with the coldest
water I can find and will use ice depending on the situation. The
best way is to run water over the dog, so there is always fresh
water in contact with the skin. When you immerse a dog in a tub,
the water trapped in the hair coat will get warm next to the dog,
and act as an insulator against the cool water and cooling stops.
If you can run water over the dog and place it in front of a fan
that is the best. Misting the dog with water will only help if you
are in a dry environment or in front of a fan. Just getting the dog
wet is not the point, you want the water to be cool itself, or to
evaporate.
For MOST situations all you will need to do is get the dog in a
cooler environment, ie shade, or in the cab of the truck with the
air conditioning on (driving around so the truck does not overheat
and the AC is more efficient). Up to a couple of years ago, I was
very concerned about my dogs getting too hot in the back of my
black pickup with a black cap. New white truck fixed a lot of that
problem. When I had one dog I just pulled the wire crate out of
the car and put it in some shade and hopefully a breeze. But having 2 dogs and running from one stake to another, that was not
feasible. So I built a platform to put the wire crates on, this raises
the dog up in the truck box where the air flow is better. Then I
placed a 3 speed box fan in front blowing on the dogs with a foot
of space to allow better airflow. I purchased a power inverter that
connects to the battery and allows the 3 speed fan to run from
the truck power. It has an automatic feature that prevents it from
draining the battery. When I turned that fan on medium I would
find that the dogs where asleep, breathing slowly and appeared
very relaxed and comfortable in a matter of 20 minutes or less,
even on very hot muggy days.
Alcohol: I do carry it for emergencies. It is very effective at
cooling due to the rapid evaporation. It should be used when
other methods are not working. You should be on your way to the
veterinarian before you get to this point. We recommend using
rubbing alcohol, which is propylene alcohol, not ethyl, for those of
you not aware. So do not try to drink it. Alcohol should be used
on the pads and lower feet area where there is little more than
skin and blood vessels over the bones. Use a little bit and let it
evaporate, you can use too much as some is absorbed through
the skin. There are concerns about toxicity, but you have to get
the temperature down.
I purchased those cooling pads that you soak in cold water,
but found that the dogs would not lay on them. I would hold
them on the back of a dog that just worked to get a quick cool,
but have not used them for years. I also bought a pair of battery
operated fans but found them pretty useless. Spend your money
on the power inverter and get a real fan.
Watching temperature: If you feel your dog is in danger of
heat injury, check its temp and write it down. Keep checking the
temp every 3 minutes. I recommend to get a "rectal glass ther-
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mometer. The digital ones for the drug store I have found to be
very unreliable, Don't forget to shake it down completely each
time, sounds silly, but when are worried about your companion,
things tend to get mixed up. This is VERY IMPORTANT**once the
temp STARTS to drop, STOP ALL COOLING EFFORTS. The cooling
process will continue even though you have stopped. If the temp
starts at 106.5, and then next time it drops to 105.5, stop cooling
the dog, dry it off, and continue monitoring. You will be amazed
how it continues to go down. If you do not stop until the temp is
102, the temp will drop way too low. I cannot emphasis this point
enough.
When the dog is so heated that it is panting severely, only let it
have a few laps of water. Water in the stomach does not cool the
dog, you just need to keep the mouth wet so the panting is more
effective.
Do not worry about hydration until the temp has started down.
A dog panting heavily taking in large amounts of water is a risk of
bloat.
Due to the heavy panting they will swallow air, mixed with a
large amount of water they can bloat. Once the temp is going
down and panting has slowed to more normal panting then allow
water. The dog will rehydrate it self after temp is normal. If the
dog has a serious problem and even though you have gotten the
temp normal, get the dog to a vet, as it can still need IV fluids
and some medication. Also, a case of heat stroke can induce a
case of hemorrhagic gastroenteritis (not parvo), with a ton of very
bloody diarrhea and a lot of fluid and electrolyte loss. These cases
need aggressive treatment.
The best method of treatment is prevention. Learn to watch
your dog, and see the changes in the size of the tongue, and how
quickly it goes down. Learn your dogs response to the different
environments, and be careful when you head south for an early
season hunt test or trial. I have been to Nashville at the end of
May, only 5 hours away, but the difference in temp and humidity
did effect the dogs as they were used to more spring weather in
Ohio. Try different things in training to help the dog cool and
learn what works better. Another very important point=> Do not
swim your hot dog to cool it then put in put in a box/ tight crate.
Remember, evaporation can not take place in a tight space, and
the box will turn into a sauna and you will cook your dog.
Carry a stake out chain, and let the dog cool and dry before
putting it up. I demonstrated this lesson this spring with my 10
month old pup. After doing a 15 minute session in yard drill on a
warm 70+ degree day, she was panting pretty hard and was
pretty hot. She was OK but it was time to stop. Just for the heck
of it I took her temp. She was 103.6, above normal but too bad
for a dog that had just finished working. In my back yard I have a
300 gallon Rubbermaid tub filled with water. I took her to it and
she jumped in and out 3-4 times. She appeared totally improved,
tongue was much smaller, and eyes brighter and her full spring
was back into her step. So I re-took her temp and it was 104.2,
so even though she looked better she was hotter. This is a perfect
lesson to show not get a hot dog wet and then put them in a box.
The water on her skin caused the blood vessels to constrict, decreasing blood flow to the skin. Therefore the hot blood was
shunted back to the dog's core a nd retained the heat. You may
have felt the same thing, after exercising but still being very
warm, take a shower and get cooled off but as soon as you turn
the shower off you start sweating again.
I know this is s bit long, but hopefully this is easy to understand and helps provide some useful information.
Remember: Prevention, learn your dog.
It is worth the time and effort.
Nate Baxter, DVM

AWC Performance Directors Report

ASFA International Invitational Results
June 2010

On May 29th and 30th the American Sighthound Field Association (ASFA) held their international coursing event
of the year in Lawrence, Kansas at Clinton State Park. Here are your results! Thanks go to Julie Hurlbert, II FTS.
International Invitational Saturday, May 29th, 2010
Open Stake
1.
299
2.
298
3.
298
4.
297
NBQ 295

Monty
Augie
Sally
Brodie
Aren

Field Champion Flight A
1.
301
Mark
2.
300
Takota
3.
298
Hydrox
4.
297
Phoebe
NBQ 295
Dixie
Field Champion Flight B
1.
301
Brando
2.
299
Oreo
3.
297
Jack
4.
297
Grace-R
NBQ 296
Tala
Field Champion Flight C
1.
301
Oprah
2.
300
Meadow
3.
298
Danah
4.
297
Amy
NBQ 296
Everett

Saturday Best of Breed
“Mark”

Tru-Luv’s Marquee Mark, FCh
Owner: Libby Rice

Field Champion Flight C
1.
300
Butters
2.
299
Double Shot
3.
298
Linus
4.
298
Deacon
NBQ 298
Fulani
Veteran Stake
1st
302
2nd
301
3rd
298
4th
298
NBQ 294

Less
Al
Solo
Drake
James

Open Stake Winner: Monty
Field Champion Stake Winner: Mark
Veteran Stake Winner: Less
Best of Breed: Mark
Kennel and Breeder Stake Winners: Less and Solo
Gillette Whippet Winner: Butters

Saturday Open Stake Winner
“ Monty”
Shamasan Hound Hill Full Monty, ARX, CR
Owners: Kris Goodman and Phoebe Booth

International Invitational Sunday, May 30, 2010
Open Stake
1.
306
2.
303
3.
298
4.
295
NBQ 279

Sally
Augie
Chloe
Monty
Aren

Field Champion Flight A
1.
Vendome
2.
Everett
3.
Bonzer
4.
Mark
NBQ Cadee
Field Champion Flight B
1.
Nado
2.
Daryl
3.
Phoebe
4.
Oreo
NBQ Voges
Field Champion Flight C
1.
Double Shot
2.
Kohl
3.
Takota
4.
Brando
NBQ Dixie

Sunday Best of Breed
“Sally”

Mustang Sally

Owner: Katrina Krashin

Veteran Stake
1.
Solo
2.
Marshall
3.
Carly
4.
Beemer
NBQ Spike
Open Stake Winner: Sally
Field Champion Stake Winner: Double Shot
Veteran Stake Winner: Solo
Best of Breed: Sally
Kennel Stake: Vendome and Bonzer
Breeder Stake: Kohl and Vendome

Sunday Field Champion Stake Winner
“ Double Shot”
BIF DC Andauer Double Shot Espresso, SC, LCM
Owners: Karen Gibson and Diane Guest

Gillette Stake Whippet Winner
“ Butters”
SBIS DC Surrey Hill’s Golden Boy, FCh

Owners: Kristen Fredericks and Karen Lee
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July 2010 AKC Obedience Report
By Irene Mullauer, National Obedience Chairperson
Rally rankings 1/1/10 thru 05/31/10

Class
Adv A

Adv B

Exc A

Exc B

Nov A

Nov B

Dog Name

Owner

Average

1
2
2
3
4
5
6
7

Ampersand Airborn
Mama Mia Sky High RN
Agstone Fonseca Cosacos
Laurel Chase Leia Bug
Belaya Silver Thistle
Tcs Zoomerang
Galewind’s Life Of Reilly
Warburton Heart Of The Story

R Henery
R Henery
C Stone/B Lowans
J Pichette
C Gillies
A McNiven
N Anderson/W Brizius
P Renzulli/L Solano

1
2
3
4
5
6
6

Wolfram’s Mitzi The Celebrity
Wheatland Talltree
Shamasan Smokin’ Magic
Wildaspen’s Letz Do Th’ Wild Thang
Amberwind Nasusa Wicked Moon
Dreams Charm Me
Karasar’s Jackpot

K Couch
L Hayes/S Hayes
M Shanley
H Badgett/T Brumbaugh
S Holley/S Mallonee
P Younger
G Ball/K Kuper

1
2

Snow Hill Soul Unsigned
Shannon Down Blazing Star

S Lane/S Hughes
J Phillips

1
2
3
4
5
6

Alouette Rdrunner Mucho Dinero
Dreams Charm Me
Wheatland Talltree
Mirage’s Stack The Deck
Aaa Spike El Kandahar
Whippoorwill Mystic

1
2
6
4
5
6

Qualify
ing
Scores

97
94
94
91.5
86.5
85.5
77
77

1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1

98
92.67
84
81.33
80.5
78
78

1
3
1
3
2
3
1

91
72

2
1

E Adler
P Younger
L Hayes/S Hayes
N Gordon/N Wascom
L Hayes/S Hayes
A Andrews/B Henderson

94.75
90
89.5
89
86
85.5

4
3
2
1
1
2

Quixand Perstriatus
Delcielo Solar Star
Majestic Jazz
Mooncroft The Wynn Of Claymar
Nouveau’s Organized Chaos
Onyxx Dream Weaver

L Statler/R Statler
M Lu/R Lattuga
S Heath/C Heath
J Trudeau/S Bender
E Houle
O Kowalsky/M Wills/L Weller

99
88
82.67
81
80
78

1
1
3
1
1
1

1

Wegner’s On The Sly

98

1

1
1
2
2
3
4
5
6

Anlan’s Sierra Mist
Shamasan Lumos Solarum
Atelier Moment In Time
Karasar’s Jackpot
Watch Me It’s Tough To Be A Goddess
Flyn Dust Circe Of Carbeth
Vitesse Deep Powder
Shaglan Wildaspen Eastr Magic

C Austin/U James
T Lubbers/A Lubbers/J
Lubbers
M Shanley/P Booth
K Harwood
G Ball/K Kuper
J Thomas
J Mellinger/R Mellinger
L Costello/M Cutherell
H Badgett/T Brumbaugh

98
98
97
97
96
95.5
95.33
94

3
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
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7
8
9
10
11

RAE

12
13
14
15
16
17
1
2

Shamasan’s Lily Potter
Summit Start Me Up
Amherst Woods I Have A Dream
Surrey Hill’s Ripon Jewel
Jens Lil Miss Sunshine
Watch Me O’Continental Light Of
Cottonwood
Mystic Run Strawberry Fields Forever
Belaya Sweet William
Bravado’s Jeronimo
Cove Creek Barcelona Nights
Abbey Boston Belle

M Shanley
K Hilfiker
C Gillies
K Lee/K Fredericks/L Anichini
J Pond

93
91.5
91
88
87.5

1
2
2
2
2

J Thomas
A Andrews
C Ellis
S Orman/L Orman
M Hermon/D Seiler
J Hopfenbeck

85.33
85
84
74
72
70

3
2
2
1
1
1

Lucy Andrews
Amberwind Nasusa Wicked Moon

A Andrews
S Holley/S Mallonee

95.3
85

10
2

Obedience Ranking 1/1/10 thru 5/31/10

Class
Grad Nov
1
Nov A
1
2
3
Nov B
1
2
3

Average

4
5

185
184.5

6
7
8

182
181.5
180

9
10
11
12

178.5
177.83
175.5
170

Anlan’s Sierra Mist
Snowcaps Solari Quick Step
Agstone Whippoorwill Isabel
Watch Me Our Bright Light Of
Runners
Wolfram’s Mitzi The Celebrity
Endeavor’s Challenge The Wind
Kamada Two Thumbs Up

1
2
3

187.5
182.75
178.25

Hasue Here Comes Trouble
Aaa Spike El Kandahar
Alouette Rdrunner Mucho Dinero

Opn A

184

Dog Name

Owner

Qualifying
Scores

Maverick Cowgirl Chic

R Amado/H Heil

1

195
180.5
179.75

Waldersee’s Sydney Alan
Kenya Of Windyglen
Abbey Boston Belle

L Corsini-Hebert
K Livingston
J Hopfenbeck

2
1
2

188.5
188
185.25

Wegner’s On The Sly
Renegade’s Red Alert At Sea
Wyatt Of Dodge City
Watch Me Will Wonders Never
Cease
Vitesse Deep Powder

C Austin/U James
K Cole
d heffernan/J Heffernan

2
4
2

J Thomas/J Williams
L Costello/M Cutherell
T Lubbers/A Lubbers/J
Lubbers
D REIMER/S Couzin
A Andrews

2
1
2
1
1

J Lambertsen
K Couch
D Noble
W Tracy/M Tracy

1
3
1
1

S Mullins
L Hayes/S Hayes
E Adler

1
2
2

The above Rankings are compiled from the AKC Awards Publication. Please forward any questions to me at
mull4291@yahoo.com.
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Alcyon ThAT’s

The

TickeT

(Am. Can. Ch. Morlais Imagine At Whimsy x Alcyon Tykhi Fortuna)

Stanley headed north to Canada to the Lower
Mainland Whippet Club Specialty on July 2nd
and what turned out to be a family affair. Noted
Breeder/Judge Iva Kimmelman (Merci Isle) found
him worthy and awarded him Winners Dog for
5 points, BOW and BOS to his lovely cousin*
Ch. Whimsy’s Lovin’ Spoonful.
The next day at the National Whippet Club of
Canada National Specialty, Stanley was Reserve
Winners under German Breeder/Judge Thomas
Munch (Flic Flac).
More about the family affair on the following pages...
Bred
* Their sires are father and son, their mothers are litter sisters.

Christine hopperstad
aLCyon whippets

and owned By

Oh Canada...
Another great weekend in BC ~ we are so lucky to be close enough to enjoy the camaraderie and
hospitality of our friends to the North. And winning isn’t bad either!

cAn. ch. Whimsy’s lovin’ spoonful
(Am. Can. Ch. Whimsy’s Bananas Foster x Can. Ch. Alcyon A Rumor of Whimsy)

Lovey goes BOB at the Lower Mainland Whippet Club specialty on Friday, July 2nd, 2010 under
esteemed Breeder/Judge Iva Kimmelman (Merci Isle). Co-owned/co-bred by Christine Hopperstad
(Alcyon), handled by Jenn Scholz Hughes.

Truman adds his congratulations to his son Alcyon That’s The Ticket
for his BOW and BOS wins the same day.
Whimsy Whippets
Mary downing, Chris and Chrissy downing
Monroe, wa ~ www.whiMsywhippets.CoM

National Whippet Club of Canada National Specialty
B est i n swe e pstak es

Whimsy’s sWifTsure kilo k Ai
(Am. Can. Ch. Counterpoint Jungle Drums, FCH, TRP, DPC x Am. Can. Ch. Lost Creek Smile Jamaica)

Thank you to Breeder/Judge Lisa Tremblay for this prestigious win for our big-moving Kai. She is
co-owned/co-bred by Linda Buchholz (Swiftsure), handled by Linda Buchholz.

And introducing Sienna, Whimsy’s
Twelfth of Never, co-owned/co-bred
by Christine Hopperstad (Alcyon).

Whimsy Whippets
Mary downing, Chris and Chrissy downing
Monroe, wa ~ www.whiMsywhippets.CoM

…and last but definitely not least…

Whimsy’s over

The

moon

(Am. Can. Ch. Whimsy’s Bananas Foster x Can. Ch. Alcyon A Rumor of Whimsy)

Murphy goes BOW at Lower Mainland Whippet Club’s Field Trial Conformation Show under
Breeder/Judge Charles Roberts to finish his Canadian championship. Co-owned/co-bred by
Christine Hopperstad (Alcyon). And the ‘icing’ on the cake was Murphy taking 1st in his stake
as a FTE in Canada.
A huge THANK YOU to all the judges, friends who helped
in the ring and for the wonderful Canadian hospitality.
You always MAKE MY DAY!
Whimsy Whippets
Mary downing, Chris and Chrissy downing
Monroe, wa ~ www.whiMsywhippets.CoM

Lovey
Murphy

Sienna

Maeve

Stanley

Kai
Rupert

Maeve

Photos by
Kirsten Hopperstad

Murphy

Cruz

Christine Hopperstad, Editor
130 34th Ave E
Seattle WA 98112

